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PINE FRAME PARTITION SCREEN WITH
MIXED MEDIA AND SEE THRU PANEL
1200X400X1400

SKU: RD12004001400RB-ACRSCR-MEDIA
£298.59 Excl. VAT

Practical & attractive
Sustainable pine - great ecological
credentials
Printable panel - create your own designs
Clear top panel - keeping and open look &
feel
Ideal height for separating tables & desks
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PINE FRAME PARTITION SCREEN TABLE DIVIDER WITH MIXED MEDIA AND SEE THRU
PANEL 1200X400X1400

The Pine Frame Partition Screen Table Divider with Mixed Media and see thru panel is very easy to assemble.
The screen is made from sustainable pine giving it a classic organic look. This table divider is hygienic and low
maintenance making it ideal for a variety of indoor settings from pubs and bars to restaurants and hotels. The
top panel is clear acrylic with the highest visibility whilst the bottom panel is a printed Foamex board. The
sturdy frame pine frame sits on 4 lockable casters which makes it incredibly manoeuvrable.

This partition screen demonstrates that being COVID Safe doesn't mean you have to compromise on style. In
fact our screens can actually enhance your environment helping to create a cosy ambiance.

You do have the option for an engraving along the top pine panel - simply add your text.

Upload a JPEG of the design/ image you require and it is printed on both sides of a 5mm Foamex board to the
dimensions 1114mm x 597mm. The price includes the same image printed on both sides.

If you would like a different image on each side then simply upload a second file for which there is a
supplementary charge.

This partition screen is supplied as a flat pack – 20 mins assembly time.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions 1200 × 400 × 1400 mm

Additional Material Foamex, Perspex

Assembly Self Assembly (Flat Pack)

Location Floor Standing

Wood Pine

Finish Stained

Mobility On Casters

Options & Features Customisable

Colour Rustic Brown
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